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Tentative on Trump?
The year started with Donald Trump being sworn in as the US president. For many, it wasn’t the
expected outcome and there were huge levels of political uncertainty following the election result.
However, as it became clear that the Republican party had taken control of the Congress as well
as the Presidency, and Mr Trump started to appoint what was seen as a business-friendly Cabinet,
we started to see expectations tentatively rise. Suggestions of sizeable tax cuts and major
deregulation could boost the US economy, raise wages and inflation, and support company profits.
Share prices, the US dollar and US government bond yields all rose as a result. Into January,
markets have stabilised as they hold off to see if any news will emerge after Mr Trump’s
inauguration. Will he focus more on the domestic agenda or will some of the concerns about trade
barriers take the edge off investor confidence?

Reserve restrained since last recession
The US central bank, the Federal Reserve (Fed), has been happy to keep interest rates low as
inflation has been very restrained in the US since the last recession. It’s taken a long time for
unemployment to fall, while a strong dollar has controlled inflationary pressures. However, we’re
seeing a new cycle start to develop.
Wages growth has almost reached 3% a year in the States, so more Fed Governors are warning
that two to three interest rate increases are needed in both 2017 and again in 2018 to make sure
the economy doesn’t accelerate too quickly and result in the Fed losing control of inflation.
In this respect, the policy announcements from the Republicans about tax cuts could be very
important in causing the Fed to become more forceful.

The outlook on UK currency and the stock market in 2017
The UK stock market rose sharply last year. However, it’s very important to differentiate between
the large and mid cap stocks in the UK. The FTSE®100 index rose 17% because so many of its
companies have overseas operations, which benefited from the decline in the pound. A truer
representation of the UK economy can be seen from the performance of the mid and small cap
stocks; the FTSE®250 index, for example, only rose about 5%.
At Standard Life Investments, we don’t make forecasts for how a currency or stock market will
perform in a period as short as a year - there are too many volatile moving parts - but we’d be
surprised if the performance for large stocks in 2017 was as good as last year.

Will there be a rotation away from bond proxies this year?
Bond proxies are defensive companies with a high dividend yield, and as such they performed
well in 2016. The reason for that related to the slump in bond yields seen from January to July. 
For example, the UK 10 year government bond or gilt yield started the year at 1.9% and reached a
multi-decade low of 0.5% before ending the year about 1.25%.
A number of influences, including the Brexit shock and overseas influences (from quantitative
easing in Europe and Japan, for example) helped to raise demand for safe haven assets such as
gilts. Last autumn, we saw the beginning of a rotation as investors globally started to look for
signs of economic strength. Although, there was another reassessment as the UK economy began
to show some signs of weakness from the Brexit outcome.
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2017 has started with global economic and profit cycles looking more positive as they’re helped
by a more supportive monetary and fiscal landscape. Andrew Milligan, Head of Global Strategy
at Standard Life Investments, tells us what assets he expects to perform well in 2017 – and
what potential challenges they might face.
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In this world of low growth and low inflation, we retain a moderate preference towards
sustainable yield assets in our portfolios - such as equity income or high yielding debt - even 
if a more significant part of the portfolio continues to look for growth opportunities in a range of
equity markets.

Emerging market economies are performing quite well
Looking further afield, India and China continue to grow quite rapidly, and Brazil and Russia 
are starting to come out of recessions. Additionally, higher commodity prices are supporting
company profits. However, history shows that emerging equity markets don’t perform that well as
and when the US is tightening interest rates and the US dollar is appreciating. Many emerging
market governments and companies will have borrowed in US dollars so, in effect, they face a
tighter monetary policy as the US Fed responds to higher domestic inflation. We prefer to hold
developed market assets at this point in the cycle.

Benefits and challenges for 2017
One of the most significant trends during 2016 was the ongoing decline in government bond
yields. A variety of drivers explained this phenomenon: economic, demographic, regulatory and
positioning. Furthermore, political concerns drove flows into safe havens, and further intensified
the existing environment of historically weak global economic growth and inflation. Although, this
trend went into reverse following the US election, as US Treasury, German bund and UK gilt yields
rose sharply in anticipation of increased fiscal spending and inflation, this still remains a world
where searching for sustainable yield makes sense across a range of different assets.
As previously mentioned, equity markets have proved to be surprisingly resilient. The 
commodity prices recovery which started in February was important for this, as was broadly
supportive macro-economic data. While the election of Donald Trump was widely anticipated 
as a ‘risk-off’ event (where risk is perceived as high and investors tend to gravitate towards 
lower-risk investments), markets rallied strongly after an initial sell-off. The President’s policies,
including looser business regulation, tax cuts and infrastructure spending, are viewed as positive
for certain US assets.
Most importantly, we believe corporate earnings could be coming out of a sustained period of
pressure. This should allow investors to reassess some growth opportunities for the coming year
across a range of developed markets.
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